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About This Game

Do you ever dream of being able to drive a car off-road, extremely, driving over huge rocks or obstacles?
Ultimate Rock Crawler lets you become an instant Off Road Rock 5d3b920ae0
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inferface needs an upgrade. This game is almost unplayable.. With recent updates, this game has become so much more fun.
With a few more fixes it could be great.. A very nice game.. Ill think the game will get better soon. Please fix the Shop bug . (Ill
buy stuff and in the next turn some already bought intems are gone and ill need to pay for them again .) Please fix that!!!! All in
all its a funny game!. 1/10, would not recommend. The camera is quite glicthy and the Depth of Field is so bad, even the menus
are blurry.. How is this not on early access? For an early access game, it shows promise. But EVERYTHING needs work. You
can technically climb some rocks, but don't bother if you want to actually play a good 4x4'ing game. Play it if you like to laugh
at a broken game. It's UI is really holding the game back. There is no indication of what gear you are in *at all* and that's so
crucial in a game like this. I found out you can hover the controls thing and it shows you if you are in 4x4 or 2x4 mode but he
didn't even put the current gear in that popup. He needs to make a proper UI. The engine repair thing looks decent in the
screenshots but in reality when you "check the water" all it does is zoom the camera into the bottle and it gives you like +2%
repair for that part. Not only is it a waste of time and a joke to look at, but you are forced to do it over and over. Sometimes you
crash into an invisible wall and you die instantly. Level 3 is so confusing. At the start, there is no clear indication of what to do.
If you crawl over this mountain, the starting gates are there. But it doesn't really tell you how to get to each next gate. I guess
after some practice you could figure out the order, but there isn't any real payoff in this game. The whole thing is basically a
waste of time. It would be more enjoyable if the game was $1, not $7-8. The controller support is terrible, virtually unusable. I
upgraded my tires to the large ones and then upgraded my suspension and it reduced the tires back to the tiny ones. I ended up
breaking the game at the end with -1% health and it was not possible to repair even with doing the full service nor could i
continue playing. The whole thing is an absolute broken mess. But as I say, for a buck it would be fun. A better name for this
game would have been "Wonky Rock Crawler." Read this reviews' comments for more thoughts and replies from the developer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IahH9jNwS0U. unplayable. Its like the old shovelware you see on online FREE game sites..
I had good hopes for this game. And i gave it a chance. It fales on much perspectives and gameplay.
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